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Maitreyi College is a constituent women’s college affiliated with the
University of Delhi, situated in Chanakyapuri, South Delhi, and offers quality
education to women. The academic distinction is a long-standing tradition of
the college, and it is frequently followed by success in extracurricular, co-
curricular, and cultural pursuits. Maitreyi College has long provided its
students with fulfilling opportunities and roots for the betterment of all their
facets. It looks highly on the grads, who ingress the college with big ambitions
and dreams to cater to. 
 
When the slanting sun's rays fall on the lush green lawns, the absolute beauty
of Maitreyi enlivens in its truest sense. Beauty can be seen, witnessed, and
experienced not merely in the recreational mind but actually in the academic
atmosphere. Climbing up the educational ladder has now become a
synonymous activity of our college, and thus Maitreyi stands as the epitome
of growth and improvement, holistic in nature. As the tradition goes, our
college has not only excelled in pedantic terms but also spiked in the NIRF list,
ranking 34th in 2022; not only that, but it has also been accredited A++ by
NAAC.

Our scholastic erudition comprises courses in arts, commerce, and science for
more than 3000 students at the undergraduate level. The college also offers
post-graduate courses in mathematics and political science. Certificate
courses in French, Spanish, journalism, and web design are offered as non-
credit add-on courses and are of tremendous benefit to students. The
students get an all-around education that is not simply confined to bookish
learning and sports but also aims to inculcate abilities like team building, soft
skills, corporate work rhythms, and other essential qualities and aptitudes
using departmental fests, cultural societies, and various other college events.
At Maitreyi College, we’re always pushing forward, bringing brilliant minds
together to do great things and also highlighting the strides taken to bring
our lyceum’s vision to life. 

ABOUT MAITREYI
COLLEGE
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" Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection
we can catch excellence. "   

~Vince Lombardi



We strive to establish competent, aware and persevering students in
congruence with their responsibility towards society. In the academic
session 2019-2020, 372 students enrolled in 14 short-term courses in
various domains such as animation, graphic design, and digital photography
offered by Adobe under Digital India through CSE (the Ministry of
Electronics and Telecommunications, Government of India).The college
strives to broaden the worldview of students, expand their skill sets, and
provide them with practical knowledge. Pioneer online courses were
launched last year in collaboration with the United Nations Centre of the
Indian Astrobiology Research Centre (IARC) in Mumbai, namely: PDT 2019,
the International Short-Term Certification Course commemorating the
United Nations International Year of the Periodic Table; COP+25, the
International Climate Action Certification Course; and RIO+25, the
International Short-Term Course. In the quondam sessions, the college held
several national-level conferences, symposia, seminars, workshops, and
faculty development programs.
 
As we reflect on what has been an unprecedented two years, the
importance of the open academic spaces was duly recognised; not just the
students but the role played by every constituent of these spaces was
realized in its entirety, not just the people but also of the red brick walls.
The new generation enters the premises with a goal, vision, and dream to be
realized, but they exit with a family, a home, and a more explored and
prominent version of themselves. Maitreyi College embodies a tree-like
structure with its roots entangled with its core ethics and values, enriching
each new leaf and every new branch with every passing second
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ABOUT HORIZON
The Placement Cell 

The college has an active Placement Cell which helps the students
in achieving their true potential in the present day competitive
market. The Placement Cell thrives to offer the best profiles for a
different array of departments. These department range from
Commerce to Sanskrit and from Economics to Sciences, so that
every one of our students can have the opportunity that they have
been aiming for. The Placement Cell aims to focus on taking up the
role of a mediator between the corporate sector and the students
to fill the existing void. The Cell operates to ensure an efficient
way, and to conduct the process without any complication. This
turns out to be a symbiotic relationship where both the students
and the companies are benefited. It helps students to get placed in
the companies with their desired profiles and at the same time,
the companies can also acquire the skills and the passion which
they aims for in the candidates.

It is a continuous process of developing alliance with potential
recruiters and inviting them to the college to provide them high
quality human capital. College is equipping the students to learn
about entrepreneurial and managerial skills to operate in
challenging business environment.

The Cell works with an aim to nurture an ecosystem that promotes
democratic values, inclusiveness of diverse people and cultures,
and freedom of expression and creativity.

Thus, we strive to work diligently in the successive sessions too,
hosting our recruiters with same ardour as well as catering to the
aspirations of every proud Maitreyian.
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PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE

Maitreyi College, named after a learned saint is an institution that
strives to contribute to the holistic learning of its students. The
students acquire both knowledge and wisdom, professional skills, and
humane values and are encouraged to use the lessons learned to
create a better and brighter future for themselves and the society
they are a part of. The Placement Cell of the college embodies the
ideals and visions of Maitreyi's philosophy by providing a wide range
of opportunities for students to chart out their professional journeys.

The cell coordinates with various organizations and the corporate
sector for conducting up-skilling sessions, training programs and
internships, and job opportunities. The efforts of the Placement Cell
are geared toward making students realize their abilities, skills, and
their dreams. I take this opportunity to wish luck and more success to
the Placement Cell for all their future endeavors.

Prof. Haritma Chopra 
Offg. Principal
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TEACHER'S MESSAGE

Dr. Anurita Jalan
Convener

The Placement Cell of Maitreyi College strives to
instil life skills amongst the students. The cell,
run primarily by the students with inputs from
the teaching faculty, enhances planning and
TEAM building capacities. 
There are myriad workshops ranging from CV
building to enhancing soft skills. The purpose of
the cell is threefold, to provide internship to the
students, to marry up the companies with the
right skill sets of students and to provide
information related to higher education. The
need of the hour however is self employment and
start-ups and we welcome the inputs of our
alumni, a valuable resource, in helping us in our
endeavours.

Efforts make things work.
It has always been my privilege to guide such an
enthusiastic team that helps the students to
dream big and help them achieve their
immediate and long-term goals through thick or
thin. I always look forward to mentor the team
and support them by believing in their ideas. We
as a team aim to achieve greater heights and
accomplish bigger milestones every year and
become each other's guiding light. 
I wish the Placement Cell Team success in all
their ventures.

Dr. Pawan Kumar
Co-Convener
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TEAM 2021-22

Thanks & RegardsThanks & Regards  
from the UNION AND CORE TEAM of SESSION 2021-22from the UNION AND CORE TEAM of SESSION 2021-22
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Shipra Aggarwal
B.Sc Physical Science with Computer

Science
President , 2021-22

It was a tremendous honour and a most enjoyable time for me to serve as
“President” of The Placement Cell of Maitreyi College for the academic year
2021-22. As a fresher I was always motivated to join some society of my
college and finally when I heard about PCell and the work it does, I knew this
is just the right one. My journey in the society started when I joined as a
coordinator. From placement coordinator to Senior coordinator to elected as
President, it was a journey filled with lessons, roadblocks, success, joy and
inspiration.
In accepting the post of President I accepted the charge, and the challenge
to lead this amazing society from the enticement of possibilities to the
fulfilment of promises. Being the first ever president from a Science
background itself comes with a whole lot of challenges and expectations but
the very essence of leadership is that you have to have vision.
Our primary vision as a society was to engage more and more students from
all academic backgrounds to participate in society’s events, make them
aware of innumerous career opportunities that lie ahead of them and to
increase the employment diversity. This threw many challenges in our path
but my team accepted all of it with open arms and worked day and night to
fulfil the promise of better corporate opportunities.
With the combined effort of my team, we were able to solidify our vision and
move beyond the possibility and onto the promise.
 I wish all the very best to the upcoming team for their future endeavours.

Laveesha
BA (H) Economics

Vice President, 2021-22

As I pen  this note, I find myself getting nostalgic about my college life
and how placement cell changed me. An astounding path from
"Coordinator" to "Vice President" in the Placement Cell has accorded me
a lot. My experience with Placement Cell has undoubtedly been an
exhilarating one. This pathway has induced in me enough confidence and
masterfulness  that I can presently see a different,   better version of
myself. When I look back, I realize how the last two years have shaped my
personality and helped me become more amicable. The experience has
been incredible, from being an intense introvert to opening up to the
Corporate life.. I want to thank placement cell for bringing out the new
me, who is enthusiastic and eager to tackle the world.

Shreya Minocha
BA Programme (English and Sociology)

General Secretary, 2021-22

Working as the General Secretary of Horizon was perhaps one of the most
rewarding experiences of my undergraduate years. It was just as much
about personal growth and learning as it was about managing the needs
of fellow students. I learned how valuable corporate skills can be passed
down through amicable communication with my peers. One of the roles I
took very seriously was my job as a representative of the arts department
and helping students with backgrounds in language, politics, social
studies, and history find the right representation and diverse job
opportunities. It taught me a lot about the importance of maintaining
cordial relations and striking the right balance between learning and
applying myself simultaneously.

I hope the new batch of leaders at Horizon take pride in their work and
handle the Cell with the care and grace it deserves. If there’s one thing I
could say to say to committee members and students, it would be this:
everything is achievable when you define your goals and communicate
properly, so please stay focused and the world is yours. 

UNION'S MESSAGE
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Dr. Pawan Kumar
Co-Convener

EDITOR IN CHIEF

EDITORIAL TEAM

Dear Readers,

You have in your grip the 3rd edition of the yearly magazine of the Placement Cell
of Maitreyi College - The Chronicle. Under the able guidance of the Principal and the
esteemed teachers, the magazine for the academic year 2021-22 is out now.

The Placement Cell acts as an interface between the companies that come for
recruitment and the students. The magazine is reflective of the Cell's achievements
for the academic year, as the session marks another fruitful year of placements. This
humble drive is to update the understudy's data and the meaning of placements in
their three-year degree.

The humongous task of editing and publishing the magazine would not have been
possible without the efforts of the Editorial Board. This magazine is the outcome of
the profound and concrete effort put forward by our Editorial Board. We liberally
wish all of the followers over best and expect this blessing will benefit as much as
possible from their essential endorsement and prove itself to accept a crucial part in
the general improvement of the understudies.

EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR

Prof. Haritma Chopra
Principal

EDITORIAL ADVISOR

Dr. Anurita Jalan
Convener
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EDITORS

Nandini
Managing Editor

Hiya Srivastava
Assistant Editor

Rishika Mehrotra

Language Editors 
 

Vidhi Juneja Neelakshi Sharma

Ayushi Yashika
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Conversion Editor

Merlyn Jeevika Sanskriti

Shrishti Samreen Nikita Neha Aishwarya

Kanika Singh
Layout Editor
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To cater needs of all departments
by offering diverse range of profiles

To have Successful Corporates 
on-board

Integrate training and personality
development sessions

Provide maximum opportunities
and offers to students

Conduct higher educational
programs to gain knowledge

OUR GOALS
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REPORTS
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Total companies - 240+
Unpaid Internships - 50+
Paid Internships - 190+
Candidates applied - 2700+
Candidates selected- 420+
Companies offering PPO - 60+
Average stipend - 10,000
Highest stipend - 75,000 by Brainworks 

1.3% increase in Internship 
offers from 2020-21 to 2021-22

 
More than 420+ Internships were
offered to the students in various

domains

180+

420+

HIGHEST STIPEND : Rs. 75,000
AVERAGE STIPEND : Rs. 10,000

INTERNSHIP REPORT  
2021 - 22
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Total companies- 115+
Unique Profiles- 70+

Selection Rate- 17.5%
Selected students- 87

Highest CTC-
15LPA by
Microsoft

Average CTC-4.6 LPA

55
.7
1%

25
.7
9%

18
.5
7%

JOB REPORT 2021 - 22JOB REPORT 2021 - 22
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A total of 70 job offers
where 55.71% offers
were for the commerce
department, 18.57%
for the science
department and
25.79% for the art
department were
provided to the current
batch of 2021-22



To ensure all the students get their
desired profile, companies of
various domains are on-boarded to
cover the three streams of Science,
Commerce and Arts.

The number of companies getting on-
boarded has gradually increased since

the inception of Envision.

I
N
S
I
G
H
T
S

52+ companies hiring interns, 36  for
internships, 7 for jobs, and 11 for
internship+job

34 paid internships and 13 unpaid
internships, 10+ PPOs offered

Highest CTC  awarded by Hack2Skill was 9
LPA,

The highest Stipend offered by Tradeshala
was 40,000 per month

The average CTC was 4.63LPA

200+ candidates selected, 45+ profiles
offered, 1200+ registrations

 
 

ENVISION REPORT 2021-22 
Part- 1 
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ENVISION 4.0 was held in
offline mode in the college
parameters after 2 years.
The Placement Cell is truly
a forum of the students, by
the students and for the
students. The cell is
operated by the placement
coordinators under the
teacher coordinator Dr.
Pawan Sharma and teacher
convener Dr. Anurita Jalan
to provide polarities with
jobs and internships.
With a clear vision of
setting new standards of
success and the effortless
work of the cell throughout
the period with the motto
of 100% placement for
students, Envision 4.0 was a
huge success. It is rightly
said that:

"Imagination is more
important than
knowledge. It doesn't
matter how slowly you go
as long as you do not
stop."

GROWTH OF
ENVISION OVER
THE LAST THREE

YEARS

53

36 711

2020

203

12

Maitreyi students- 203
Non Maitreyi students- 12

2021

2022

Total:
53

 Online:
21

Offline:
32

Mode of Companies Onboard 

Total companies- 53
Internships- 36
Jobs- 7
Both- 11

ENVISION REPORT 2021-22 
Part- 2
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RECRUITER'S FEEDBACKRECRUITER'S FEEDBACK

STUDENT'S FEEDBACKSTUDENT'S FEEDBACK

KC GlobEd - The event was
meticulously planned and well
organized. Kudos to the management
and students for putting up a great
fair.

The Sankalp - The candidates seemed
to be enthusiastic about the
internships and were ready to work
diligently.

Luneblaze - Overall the fest was very well
organized by the team. Looking ahead to
completing most of our postings. Great
going Envision!! We will surely connect with
the Placement Team for future related
opportunities.

The fair was good overall and
knowledgeable too as we got to know
how to give an interview and learn
new things.

It was well planned and well

executed, and all the staff was

friendly and helpful.
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GLIMPSE OF SESSIONS

Our speaker Ms. Seema R.
Jairath conducting a session on
'How College life can help
students achieve their goals' in
life. 
Helping Youth learn the right
perspective in life!

Students of Maitreyi College,
University of Delhi attending an
insightful seminar by John Hopkins
Carey Business School - US
Information session by the
honourable Speaker Mr. Shreyas
Pardesi.

Students attending Workshop on
Soft Skills Training by our
honoured speaker Ms. Vidhi Vats
at Maitreyi College, Delhi
University.
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Seminar speaker Mr. Alok is

Speaker, Trainer, Seminar

Leader & IAS Coach

addressing students on

'How can Graduates manage

their Careers after Covid?'

by ITM business School.

TresVista's Pre Placement

Talk at Maitreyi College,

University of Delhi. 

Campus Recruitment process

for students of batch 2023

begins with full swing!
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PLACEMENT QUESTIONS ANDPLACEMENT QUESTIONS AND
APPROACH TOWARDS THEMAPPROACH TOWARDS THEM

The placement cell of a college tends to hand out to
its students in quantity as well as quality
opportunities that they can apply for after
graduation. These job opportunities can be available
only if one is decked up well for all the
overwhelming continuous rounds of recruitment by
the companies.
 
Firstly, the individuals are required to thoroughly
build up a resume. Then apply for the opportunities
and prepare for the next rounds, namely:
1. aptitude tests, 
2. group discussions, and
3. personal interviews.

The questions for each of the rounds depend on the
company you apply to and the job role you seek.
There are some basic questions that are most likely
to be shot at you. 
This article will initially explain the nature of the
basic questions that are part of each round, and the
approach one should have towards them. 
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Aptitude TestsAptitude Tests

Common to most of the companies and job roles is the aptitude test
that you have to sit for after the pre-placement talk. These aptitude
tests consist of questions under three categories: quantitative
aptitude, logical reasoning, and verbal ability.
 
1. Quantitative 
To do well in the quantitative parts, one should brush up on their basic
mathematical skills. The following topics should be practised: Number
System, Ratio and Proportion, Percentage, Probability, Simple and
Compound Interest, Indices, Geometry, Algebra, Fractions, Unitary
Method, Speed, Distance, and Time. Data interpretation is also a
component of aptitude tests, so topics such as Venn Diagrams, tabular
data, and graphs must be studied. While going back to these topics, the
essential element is not just being able to solve these questions but to
do it in the smallest possible minute. 
2. Logical Reasoning
In the logical reasoning section, there is no end to how much one can
practice. There are a few topics to begin with - cubes and dice, blood
relations, coding and decoding, directions, series, statements and
assumptions, cause and effect, analogies, inferences, course of action,
logical deductions, data sufficiency, puzzles, and clocks.
3. Verbal Ability 
For the verbal ability section, focus on grammar. Also, practise
comprehension questions, idioms and phrases, antonyms, synonyms,
and sentence structures.
To tackle aptitude tests, one should practise them repetitively to gain
speed and be thorough with the most efficient methods to solve the
problems. Books on quantitative aptitude, grammar books, and logical
reasoning books can be put into use. There are vast sources online that
one can make use of to get questions and learn to solve them
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Group Discussions (GDs)Group Discussions (GDs)
  

The Impact of Cryptocurrency on the Indian Economy
Problems with the Gig Economy
Views on Cancel Culture
Women's Empowerment and Gender Justice in Workspaces
India’s Diplomatic Relations with Russia during the Ukrainian Crisis
Will India do better with dictatorship?
Should Period Leaves Be Given to Women?
Are there any facts in the world or just opinions?
To be a leader or to be a commander?

Some companies conduct group discussion round, while some may not. It
is best to prepare yourself for all situations. These discussions are
organised to understand the applicant's comprehension skills: logic,
factual and reasoning. In this round, applicants are also judged on
communication and persuasion skills. 

Irrespective of the role you apply for, the topic of GD can be from
anywhere as it is to test applicants’ knowledge and their awareness of
the surroundings. Examples of some topics are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Upon hearing the GD topic, one should compose themselves and recall all
information about the topic. Write it down so that it is delivered
eloquently. Remember to highlight one’s leadership qualities but not be
condescending. Do not interrupt someone else when they are speaking,
listen to others’ points carefully. Ensure to make eye contact with all the
fellow applicants and not just the recruiter. Raising one’s voice is an
absolute no-no. Be assertive in putting forth your views, but also be
welcoming to the counterarguments by others. Further, do not speak
very fast or very softly, and do not repeat points. 
When preparing for GDs, it is best to do it with friends and peers. Use the
topics mentioned above or any other current event. Practice voice
modulation to ensure that you emphasize the important points when
speaking in a GD. One can also practise in front of a mirror, but be
mindful that it is a group discussion and not a speech.
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Personal Interviews (PIs)Personal Interviews (PIs)
  

Tell Me About Yourself.

Here, you may be interacting with the human resources personnel of the
company or a group of personnel from the company. Whatever the case
may be, make sure that you are attentive to all the crucial details and stay
composed throughout the interview. If you do not understand a question,
politely ask the interviewer to explain it again.

PIs are a way to understand the applicant on a personal level since the
company will be investing their time and money on the individual.
Here are a few basic questions that interviewers ask and how they should
be managed.

1.
This is the most fundamental question, but at the same time, the hardest
to give an answer to. When answering this question, you need not start
with your name. Concentrate on all the achievements, activities that you
have indulged in that the recruiter will be interested in knowing. Talk
about the past working experience whether in college or of internships.
Whatever you say, do back it up with an example of what makes you say
that. Keep it short and to the point and avoid boasting about yourself.
   2. Discuss your interests and college activities.
Recruiters ask such questions to understand the applicants better.
Answers to this question can be as simple as being part of the music
society in college or enjoying reading novels. Do not simply end here. Go
on to explain what you did in the music society, any event you hosted or
participated in, your favourite author, or the recent novel you finished.
   3. What is Your Story Beyond This Resume?
This question is simply to judge the applicants beyond their test scores,
certifications, and internships. You can simply illustrate a day in college
which highlights one of your skills beyond the resume, like team building,
social work, compassion, or passion for a particular thing. You can also
include your hobby here and demonstrate your level of dedication to it,
demonstrating to the interviewer how focused you are at your work and
tasks. The following question can also be worded as, "What Motivates
You? What makes you unique? Describe yourself in three words.
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HOW TO DERIVE UTILITY FROM
CHRONICLE

(A note from our Interns)
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It is said that the usefulness of a cup lies in its emptiness.
Similarly, though differently, the pages of the magazine (not
empty) make it advantageous for the readers. With Chronicle, the
law of diminishing marginal utility does not work. It violates it. The
more you read the magazine, all the articles, and give attention to
the infographics, the more you are able to understand the points
with each reading.
                                                                                  Anandita Rajnish

The purpose of the Chronicle is to guide the students to choose
the right career path and give knowledge, skill, aptitude and meet
the manpower requirements of the industry to inculcate the
concept of discipline, confidence and desire to excel in all the
phases of life. To be placed in the dream company is something
one often fantasises about. Nobody guides them on how they can
be more qualified for one, therefore, to help the students gain
more credibility, Chronicle mentions a few things to do on topics
like how to improve CV, do’s & don’ts during the personal
interview, how to overcome a job rejection, approach towards the
placement questions and so on.
                                                                                  Twisha Makhija
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The more knowledge one can possess in today’s competitive environment, the
better off one will be as a person. Every day, new trends appear, increasing both
the complexity and interest of learning. This sea change has left academia in a
perpetual state of transition, particularly in the corporate sphere. Students must
have the proper mindset and understanding of placement and all of its nuances in
order to be prepared for the future. This magazine is best curated for you as it
brings out a plethora of concepts from distinct viewpoints, which will give you a
unique outlook on everything small that you were before looking at.

Anushka

The magazine can help in giving a start to the career path. The articles and
insights in the magazine can serve as a helping hand in the race to success. The
magazine can help in understanding the pattern of opportunities and also in
identifying which is best opportunity you should start preparing for. The
magazine can also used for motivation that with right approach and mindset,
every individual student can give shoe to their career being in the college itself.
For instance, the alumnae corner can help in boosting your spirits as how to
confidently deal with pressure built in job search and preparation. 

Bibidha Sayantani Rout

With the dedication of achieving someplace in expert life, assimilate one aspect
that everybody begins offevolved someplace and all you need to do is to start.In
this competitive international in which day by day something new comes up, a
supply to manual is of first rate significance for the college students. The college
magazine "The Chronicle" is a compilation of numerous articles, possibilities,
preceding year's placement, records and maximum importance, is a solution to all
of the questions that upward push within the minds of the college students.
Previous years placement graph offers an perception to the approaching task
possibility in extraordinary fields and their respective applications which aids the
younger minds to determine their profession paths. "The Chronicle" is the
encouragement to take step one of the ladder and is nurturing of a rich and
effective destiny.

Nidhi Manuja 



HANDLING JOB REJECTION

“Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experience of trial and
suffering can the soul be strengthened, ambition inspired and success achieved.”  

 Helen Keller

Facing rejection in interviews while being fresher is not easy. Being turned down for a position
you really wanted may surely tank your confidence. But it does not mean that one cannot
perform well in the future or don’t have the calibre to land a job. Rejection do not mean failure
in your life. One or multiple bad interviews cannot define your worth. The truth is, thinking
that rejection has ruined you not only feels miserable and resentful, it holds you back from any
future chance at success. It’s important not to let a job rejection keep you away from applying
for other opportunities. With right approach, you can bounce back even stronger and pressure
can be tackled. Here are some ways to cope and rebound from rejection.
Firstly, learn that it’s not only you who faced rejection. Some opportunities are not just meant
for everyone but for specified persons. Take comfort in knowing that every candidate is
experiencing similar feelings of fear, stress and bouts of depression. Not getting selected may
be due to a lot of factors. So besides getting distressed it’s vital to think on these factors for
improvement. Repeat back all of your big and small accomplishments as it will serve as a
reminder that you have succeeded in the past and can prevail against all odds in the future.
Neatly consider your approach. Check whether you are applying for jobs outside of your core
competencies, what your social media footprints say about you or how is your tone in the
interview process. Blaming others for everything happened in the past while in interview may
let the recruiter not extend an offer or not giving any responsibility. The person with positive
attitudes is more likely to get a job then applicants with unattractive traits.
Get detailed feedback from the interviewer. The key thing to do is analysing what happened
and how you can learn from it. Only self-analysis won’t paint the whole picture of the
rejection. Collecting feedbacks and jotting down actionable insights will help in preparation
for next opportunities. You can also take help of your friends, share your presentation style
during an interview and ask for an honest evaluation and constructive criticism. 
Review every element starting from resume, cover letter, LinkedIn profile, networking
strategy, pitch and social media postings. The recruiter makes snap judgements looking at
these things. Make sure that you present yourself in the best light. Practice and rehearse some
expected questions and prepare a perfect elevated pitch.
Opting for some healthy ways such as exercise are beneficial to deal with the inevitable
rejection. Exercise, a little investment of time in physical fitness is a very powerful and
effective way to combat feelings of rejection. Put on some loud music, go for run and see how
the adrenaline pumping gets started and makes you ready to take on the world. A regular
exercise routine may elevate your mood and sense of wellbeing. also, yoga and meditation are
a classic solution in finding balance in a chaotic life. 
Everyone needs power to tackle daily challenges. It’s essential to take care of yourself
mentally, emotionally and physically. Self-talk yourself into a success-oriented mindset. Make
a list of positive affirmations and play them on loop to fight back against the obstacles and
hurdles in your path. Always see each setback as a challenge to grow bot your self-
understanding and ability to deal with disappointment. 
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how students 
SHOULD MANAGE

TIME FOR DEADLINE 
1. Make a rundown
Begin by making a rundown. Consider beginning even before you leave your nation of origin, as you'll probably have
all the more available energy prior to showing up. Give posting a shot the top things you believe that should do while
abroad and incorporate spots to eat, explicit dishes to attempt and the destinations you most need to see. In any
case, it ought to likewise incorporate your expert tasks. On the off chance that you're hoping to make progress with
your new dialect, track down a guide or expert an expert expertise, put it on the rundown! Sorting out your itinerary
items and expert objectives in advance will make it more straightforward to show up in-country.

2. Focus on
At the point when you have a restricted measure of time, focusing on is critical. Regardless of how long your global
temporary position is, you presumably will have opportunity and energy to do and see all that you'd like. There are
perpetual travel amazing open doors, loads of new individuals to meet, and a fantastic measure of things to learn.
Focusing on your top end of the week excursions, objections and destinations will make it simpler to see more, with
less pressure. Furthermore, focusing on your errands and tasks in the workplace will assist you with being more
powerful and proficient, and stand apart as a heavenly understudy!

3. Converse with your manager about how to focus on your assignments
In the event that you're not previously doing as such, I prescribe making an opportunity to check in with your
supervisor routinely. Perhaps it's one time each day, or even one time each week. In the event that your supervisor
hasn't proactively carved out opportunity, step up by setting up a gathering with them. Recollect that it is OK to
request help. It's shockingly better to request help whenever you've made the unfinished copy adaptation of your
plan for the day with cutoff times, on the grounds that your manager additionally has their own time usage at work to
handle too. Thus, they could have knowledge regarding which cutoff times could be changed.

4. Begin Early
Starting off bright and early, on everyday helps in managing the cost of you a great deal of additional time. Attempt
breakfast before work or to stroll by one of the top locales helps you to get advantage on yours tasks and will assit
you be more calculated.

5. Work ahead when you can
In school, it's not difficult to fall into the propensity for delaying, however in the workplace, the situation are unique.
You have cutoff times to meet, and there is generally a making it known story coming up - particularly on the Web.
Life on the Web is much more high speed than working on paper, and a ton of destinations are continuously
attempting to cover news first, which could make your stir stack up. The most effective way to deal with this is to
work ahead when you can - particularly while you're making evergreen substance, which is content that works for the
site all year no matter what the ebb and flow occasion or season.

6. You could not generally fulfill your time constraints …
Assuming anybody has a ton of familiarity with working in reality, it's that cut-off times are vital. Anybody can say
that they are a "profoundly energetic, cut-off time driven person" yet in some cases life disrupts the general flow. 

7. In any case, … yet you ought to feel the strain to meet them.
You could have adaptable cut-off times, however you ought to continuously feel the strain to make it happen. This
will keep your work from stacking up.

8. Pass on space to move around
There's nothing similar to the sensation of check something off of your plan for the day. While there might in any case
be work left in front of you, pause for a minute to unwind and deal with yourself. You can't work your hardest
assuming that you're worn out. Make sure to ask your boss for additional assistance, they have been in your
circumstance as well.
Using time effectively is quite possibly of the main expertise you can have in the work environment.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CV,
RESUME AND COVERLETTER 

A CV serves as an academic journal in which you list all of your
academic degrees, honours, and certificates. The crux of a
curriculum vitae (CV) is expertise, or what makes you a
specialist in the subject you have chosen to study. The CV is
mostly used for academic objectives, such as applying for a
Ph.D. degree, research programmes, or work opportunities at
universities. The CV is more comprehensive (it can go up to 2-3
pages depending on your experience).

A resume is a succinct, concise document created with the
goal of securing employment. While applying for positions in
the non-profit, public, and private sectors, a resume is
required. Usually no longer than two pages, and if
publications or poster presentations are exceptionally
relevant to the position, a third page may be used for them.
Depending on your qualifications, place the education
section after one year of work experience in the field or near
to it. A resume is kept short and brief (usually 1-2 pages). 

An essential component of the hiring process is the submission of a
cover letter, which is a written statement summarising the applicant’s
qualifications and interest in the vacant position and is typically
provided with a job application. It serves as an introduction, in which the
applicant writes about their qualifications for the position and how they
became interested in it. The goal of the cover letter is to give a quick
introduction to the candidate and discuss their qualifications for the
position and areas of interest. Additionally, the resume and cover letter
should be complementary and be submitted together. The length of the
cover letter would be 1 page. 
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1. TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF
Remember that the key to all successful interviews is to match your qualifications to what the interviewer is looking for. This is the
single most important strategy in job hunting. So, before you answer this or any question it's imperative that you try to uncover
interviewer's greatest needs and wants. To do so, do all the homework you can before the interview in order to ace it.

To answer this question, start with the present and tell why you are well qualified for the position by including your skills,
experience, education, achievements and what type of person you are in your answer.

2. WHAT ARE YOUR GREATEST STRENGTHS
Prior to any interview, you should have a list of your greatest strengths. You should also have, a specific example or two, which
illustrates each strength, an example chosen from your most recent and impressive achievements. In general, the most desirable
traits that all employers like to see in their employees are: 
• Good fit with corporate culture
• Positive attitude and natural problem solver
• Good communication skills 
• Dedication and willingness to step in when needed
• Clear goals
• Enthusiasm and confidence.

3. WHAT ARE YOUR GREATEST WEAKNESSES
Assure the interviewer that you can think of nothing that would stand in the way of your performing in this position with excellence.
Then review your weaknesses. For example, you can say:
• I have a hard time asking for help.
• I feel apprehensive while delegating tasks.
• I micro-manage everything
• I sometimes have trouble in saying “no” and end up overwhelmed by my workload.

An alternative strategy can be that instead of confessing a weakness, describe what you like most and like the least, making sure
that what you like most matches up with the important qualification in that position, and what you like least is not essential.

4. WHY SHOULD WE HIRE YOU
If you know the employer’s greatest needs and desires, this question will give you a big leg up over the other candidates. Whether
your interviewer asks you this question explicitly or not, this is the most important question of your interview. So walk through each
of the position’s requirements as you understand them, and follow each with a reason why you meet that requirement so well. 

Sample answer: “As you are first and foremost looking for someone who can manage the sales and marketing of your company and
that you need someone with work experience for the same. I believe I'm the most appropriate candidate as this is where I’ve done
almost all of my internships. I believe that I will be able to implement the right methods, principles, and successful management
techniques for development of this company.”

5. WHY DO YOU WANT TO WORK AT OUR COMPANY
This question tests whether you’ve done any research about the firm. If you haven’t, you lose. If you have, you win big. Best sources
for researching are the annual reports, the corporate newsletter, advertisements and articles about the company in the trade press.

Sample answer: “I feel this job role and all it's requirements match perfectly with my current skill set and experience. Apart from this
I believe that working for your company aligns perfectly with my career aspirations. I’ve done my research and I know that you are
coming up with very important projects which got me even more excited to apply for this role.”

6. WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF FIVE YEARS FROM NOW
One reason interviewers ask this question is to see if you’re settling for this position, using it merely as a stopover until something
better comes along. If you’re too vague, you’ll seem rudderless. So, to answer this question, reassure your interviewer that you’re
looking to make a long-term commitment and that this position entails exactly what you’re looking forward to. As for your future,
you believe that if you perform each job at hand with excellence, future opportunities will take care of themselves. 

Sample answer: “In five years, I’d like to be an industry expert in my field. I would also like to gain specialized knowledge working
with design and marketing teams on large scale projects that make a difference in the company and to the global community.”

Monishka
Head of Placements

HOW TO ANSWER IMPORTANT
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF BEING 
PREPARED BEFORE APPEARING 

FOR A INTERVIEW

During interviews, your personality frequently has more of an impact than your qualifications. Along with your
experience and education, your demeanour, attitude, social competence, and communication abilities are
assessed. “A study from JDP reports that applicants spend up to seven hours researching the company before
their interview. Many candidates (64%) also research their interviewer. Because interviewing is often stressful,
70% of those survey practice their responses out loud, and 62% prepare anecdotes to share with the
interviewer.” Researching about a company from where you are going for an interview, prepared answers for
most commonly asked questions, prepare yourself for different types of situations that you can face during an
interview, do a mock interview – This will help one to perform in an interview more confidently and efficiently.
1.Do a mock session:-
One can conduct a mock interview with a friend or co-worker and provide a list of possible job-related interview
questions. You can get their views and suggestions for improvement at the conclusion. This will enable one to
strengthen their areas of weakness and perform more effectively in their interview.
2. Research about the company:-
Do some background study on the company, including its origins, core principles, and objective, well before
interview. Visit their company portal before looking at any other information. Find any commonalities in any
client, customer, or staff evaluations, if there were any, that could influence your selection to work with
company. Additionally, it gets you ready to respond to any inquiries about the business, demonstrating to the
interviewer that you did your research on the organisation.
3.Compile the list of most Commonly asked Questions:-
Every candidate should be prepared to respond to some standard sets of questions that are typically posed in
every interview. One should be prepared for that as well because sometimes recruiters may ask you questions
about the job function and the corporate culture. This will demonstrate your keen interest in both the firm and
the position.
4. Remember to bring photocopies:-
Make sure you have printed copies of your resume and any additional supporting materials, such as portfolios or
references, with you. You should always carry a notebook and a pen in your backpack in case you need to jot
down something.
5.Physique and Body gesture:-
Your physique has a lot to say about you. It’s critical to pay attention to our body language. Additionally, certain
motions and postures must be observed. Some of the significant features include asking permission before
entering, grinning when you are greeted, sitting up straight without shifting position, and maintaining strong eye
contact. Additionally, keep in mind to only sit down when instructed. This will leave a positive impact on the
recruiters. 
6.Always be truthful:-
Keep this in mind at all times because trying to deceive the interviewers by telling the truth is a complete waste
of time. You’ll be revealed in one of the questions. Therefore, always be truthful with them, even if it was
something bad. The jury that is seated in front of you values genuine candour.
7. Get into character by donning appropriate attire:-
Select a wardrobe that is suitable for the part. Choose attire that is a notch above what is often expected for the
role for optimum results. Consider wearing a pant and tie or a skirt and shirt to the interview if the position calls
for business casual clothes, for instance.
8.Always be on time:-
You will leave a lasting impression on the organisation and its employees the moment you enter the company.
You want it to be excellent. The recruiting manager might even hear comments about your behaviour from front
desk staff or people who see you in the waiting room for the interview. Therefore, showing up early enough for
the interview and waiting patiently will enable you to appear credible and on schedule.
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HOW TO IDENTIFY
& 

PURSUE YOUR
PASSION ?

DO 
WHAT
YOU 

LOVE !

As Confucius said, “Choose a job you love and you will never have to work a day in your life.” It is great advice, but it is not always that
simple—it can be difficult to figure but what you love and how to parlay that into a viable business or job. You can follow a step-by-step
plan for pinpointing your passions to start turning them into your career.

1. Remember what you loved as a child
Often, our literal passions emerge in childhood, only to be squelched by real-life pressures. So think about what you loved long before you
had to worry about your career. Writing? Science experiments? Taking care of people? Getting back in touch with those instincts is an
important step in finding your passion.

2. Eliminate money from the equation 
If money were no object, what would you do? Would you travel? Spend all of your time with your children. Would you start a charitable
organization to help abused women? Of course, money can’t be ignored, but don’t let financial pressures dictate your choices. Your career
should ultimately lead to financial security, but if financial security is the defining motivator, it’s unlikely you’ll end up doing what you love.

3. Ask your friends for feedback 
Sometimes you’re just not the best judge of what makes you happy. Ask the people who know you intimately when you seem the happiest
and what you do the most enthusiastically. Their answers may surprise you.

4. Read through a University Course Catalog 
Find some quiet time and see which courses naturally interest you. What would you study if you could do it all over? What courses do you
think you could teach? Which subjects scare you to death, and which ones do you find boring? Revisiting these possibilities will help point
you in the direction of subjects and topics that you love.

5. Think of what you enjoy that you also do well
After you’ve done these exercises, think about what you’ve learned. Focus on the things that you both enjoy and do well—whether you
have a way with animals, make a killer lemon tart, or are crazy for origami—and write them down. Then, narrow the list to the top three or
four things. Keep it handy, review it often, and use it as your jumping-off point when you’re plotting your career move.

How to get started?
Once you have a solid idea of what you love doing, it can still be a big leap to turn that passion into a viable career. Here are four easy steps
to start making the change:

1. Talk to a Career Counsellor 
Career counsellors help others figure out what they want for a living, and they’ll have insights and tools to help you zero in on the things
you love most and do best, and also be able to offer ideas and guidance on how to find a career that best suits those passions. Take
advantage of those resources.

2. Leverage social media
More than ever, we live in a social world. Once you’ve identified what it is that you love, get busy on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn,
connecting with people who share your areas of interest. Read blogs, join forums, and find out what it’s like to do what you love.

3. Start saving money
Once you feel strongly that you want to start down this new path, start saving. The more money you have in the bank, the fewer finances
will have to rule your decisions. And the less scary it will be if and when you do quit your job.

4. Just do it 
Ultimately, you won’t know what you love to do unless you bite the bullet. Until you give it a go, it’s just speculation. So, whether you take a
small step like signing up for a class or dive head-first into entrepreneurship, roll up your sleeves and do it. You’ll never know until you try.

Prisha Verma
Vice President

Placement Cell, ARSD
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ECONOMY & FEMALE
EMPLOYIBILITY
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India is an emerging nation with its GDP (Gross domestic product) expanding from 2.939 billion in 1950-51 to 56.330 billion in 2011-12
(2004-05 steady costs). Regardless of that, there has been a decrease in female workers as a level of the female populace in India,
from 30.52% in 2006 to 20.79% in 2019 (World Bank-ILO displayed gauge), It charges more regrettable than its South Asian partners.
Starting around 2013, the work investment rate (WIR) has been falling progressively. Additionally, the ongoing status of the economy
on account of Coronavirus has prompted a larger than average decrease in FLFP. At passage level tech occupations, ladies really have
a little edge with 51% of all positions, as per a recent report. Variety in real life, from: the exchange affiliation Nasscom and
PricewaterhouseCoopers. By and large, the 1.3 million ladies utilized by the Data Innovation and Business Cycle The board (IT-BPM)
industry make up 34% of all representatives. High Possibilities Under High Tension in India's Innovation Area, by Aarti Shyamsunder
and Nancy M Carter for Impetus, a not-for-profit with a mission to extend valuable doors for women and organizations. Yet, after
some time, an orientation hole arises, with ladies getting less formative open doors that cause progression and bearing greater
obligation regarding gathering contrasted with men.
Before the pandemic, the work investment level rate was 42%, which presently has tumbled down to 39.9 percent. This showed what
was happening has emerged on the grounds that "we are not making a cordial spot at work for our ladies."
the greatest test for India is to make its workforce talented and changes at work are required.

Significance OF FEMALE Workforce Investment (FLFP)

India right now has a profitable age design of the populace with a larger than average and developing portion of working-age
individuals and nearly couple of wards. female work supply is both a driver and a result of improvement. As additional ladies enter the
workforce, economies can possibly fill quicker because of higher work inputs. Ladies' stockpile of work also increments family
earnings. Simultaneously, as nations create, ladies' abilities ordinarily improve, while social imperatives debilitate, empowering ladies
to participate in work outside the home.
Specifically, the nature and spatial dissemination of monetary development and occupation creation assist on deciding if ladies can
get to occupations, especially in a setting where normal practices direct how and where ladies can function. As found in agricultural
nations that have encountered rising female workforce support, labor intensive assembling has given a significant course to ladies to
work outside the home, though frequently in troublesome working circumstances.

How did Coronavirus deteriorate what is going on?
The pandemic worsened the situation as many metropolitan ladies quit or lost their positions during the time. It was a record low of
15.5% in April-June.
According to the Occasional Workforce Review (PLFS) by the Service of Measurements and Program Execution, female workforce
cooperation recorded a slight increment before the pandemic hit our nation and remained at 22.8% in FY20.
As indicated by Deloitte India, more than 65% of ladies needed to go home during the pandemic and after a year.

The primary answer for any issue is to advance instruction. The more tutoring an Indian lady gets, the more outlandish she is to work.
Consequently, for this, the public authority should make different strides. For instance, maternity leaves and making the work
environment more secure and more agreeable for ladies.
Simultaneously, it is vital to change the work market of India so ladies can be utilized for a huge scope in positions.
Asian Improvement Bank in its report featured how China's coordination into the worldwide economy has brought about significant
advantages for ladies. The proportion of ladies in administration occupations in China expanded from 10% in 1982 to 25% in 2010.
In such a circumstance, India ought to likewise give more accentuation on the improvement of its modern area. Besides this, general
public is likewise expected to change its mentality about educated women workforce.

On the planet Monetary Discussion's Orientation Hole Report 2021, India was positioned 140 out of 156 nations. India is presently
perhaps one of the most awful entertainer in South Asia while Bangladesh positioned 65, Nepal 106 and Pakistan 153. 
The most astonishing thing is that as opposed to expanding the quantity of ladies in India, it is largely diminishing.

AFP/Authentic Picture
In the year 2017, a review was given by McKinsey Worldwide Establishment where it said that the monetary result of India has been
enormously impacted by the fact that not many ladies work outside their homes.
Moreover, it was found that if the support of ladies in the economy becomes equivalent to that of men, the GDP of India can be
expanded by 60% in 2025.
Further, the Asian Advancement Bank expressed that there will be yearly GDP of upto 4.2% underway assuming the interest of women
increments.

Student coordinator
Kriti

Placement Cell, Vivekananda College



Every Class XII student dreams of attending Shri Ram College of Commerce, the eminent DU institute
for Commerce and Economics. So did I. Growing up in a small town in Punjab, I had always envisioned
entering the big brown rusty gates of DU colleges and sitting in the lush green gardens of the
beautiful campus of ‘SRCC’ which was one such word that my teachers and parents wanted me to fix in
my mind on the day I opted for Commerce and Mathematics in Class XI. 

Commerce was quite a roller coaster ride. I would usually find myself hitting and cramming the long
formulas from the mathematical novels of Sir R.D. Sharma and the accounting practices of Sir T.S.
Grewal. The concepts were tough yet always interesting to me. Studying for around 8 hours a day
became a passion and little did I know that the seedling of SRCC grew into an aim. 

Ranging from all the tests, mid-terms, completing assignments, and winning quizzes by consistently
securing the first position, I earned the distinction of "Student Of The Year 2020," and the hopes of
the teachers grew. I began to feel more responsible and possessive toward them. I had already done
my revision thrice and was confident enough to score well in the boards. Then came board exams. I
tried my best in those exams by adopting various strategies which I heard from different Board
toppers. All I knew was that I had given my best and would land a decent score. But when the results
were out, I felt the whole world crumble around me. I was very sure I wouldn't be able to make it to
SRCC with a percentage of 94. I had disappointed my parents and teachers, even though they were
glad about my scores.

Anyhow, during the daunting COVID miseries, I made it to the gates of Delhi College of Arts and
Commerce, and that too, remotely. I was happy but not satisfied initially. I engaged myself in
internships and DU’s society culture, and that is where I had the most profound experiences of my life,
Enactus DCAC. Enactus taught me something that I could never imagine learning on my own and many
more. I got engaged in academics and work, and eventually forgot the pain that was inflicted within.
And believe me, after some time, I realized that it really doesn’t matter much which college we are in.
What matters the most is our performance and willingness to grab the opportunities that come our
way, and once you enter Delhi University, there are endless possibilities to grasp.

Today, I'm happy with what I've done and where I'm now. It just feels that, apart from academics,
college is more about socializing, developing new skills, and participating in those activities wherein
we've failed earlier. It's about unraveling new things not only because one has enough time for it but
also because it’s a space where no one really judges you the way people might have judged you in
school.

This article speaks not only to my heart, but to the hearts of every non-strite who had the ability to be
there; it is perfectly normal to grow from different places and still arrive at the same destination. 

 
                                                                                                                                      Jashandeep Bansal
                                                                                                         Senior Placement Coordinator

                                                                                   Broadway, The Training and Placement Cell, DCAC

INSIDE A NON-STRITE 
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OUR PRIDE
            OUR ALUMNAE

Malini Agarwal is a best-selling author, TV
host, and digital influencer from India.
"To The Moon: How I Blogged My Way to
Bollywood" is her first novel. "MissMalini
Media, a leading new media network"
was founded by Malini Agarwal.

MALINI AGARWAL

Priyanka Bose is an Indian film actress
and model. Her famous works include
"Gulaab Gang", "The Wheel of Time"
among others.

Sugandha Garg is a film actress, singer
and television host. She has been part of
the movie "Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na" and
"The Kite" among others.

PRIYANKA BOSE

SUGANDHA GARG 
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AND MANY MORE
WHO CAME...WHO LEARNED...WHO CONQUERED

Monikangana Dutta is a model and actress.
She appeared in editorials for Vogue, Elle
and has walked in Paris Fashion Week,
India Fashion Week, Milan Fashion Week
and Australian Fashion Week.

Neha Tanwar is an Indian women's cricketer
who played for the national team. Tanwar, a
right-handed batswoman and right-arm off-
break bowler, began her domestic cricket
career in 2004 and made her international
debut in 2011.

MONIKANGANA DUTTA

DR. NEERA SEN 
SARKAR

Assistant Professor

DR. PREM 
MOHINI

Biomedical Research

NEHA TANWAR

VRINDA ACHARYA
Voice Over Art

AASTHA
GANDHI

 

SHEETAL GAUR
Pilot

JYOTI CHALLI
Entrepreneur 

LT. SHREYA
 GUPTA

Indian Army

SONAL RIHANI
Fashion Industry

POOJA SHALLI
Journalist

RAJSHRI 
SANCHETI

Rifle Shooter

SHAILY NIGAM
Biochemist

KANUPRIYA
 MEHNDIRATTA

Lawyer Lawyer
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TESTIMONIALS FROM
OUR ALUMNAE
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Hey team,

I simply am out of words to express my pleasure
after seeing the kind of companies that you have
brought for the college.
It has and will raise the expectations from all the
upcoming teams.
Great work on leaving such a legacy of loyalty,
dedication and professionalism.
Proud of you!

I got successfully placed by our placement cell of
the Maitreyi college to one of the leading Ed.tech
company of the India named Physics Wallah, which
has recently awarded with Education Excellence
award from CM Arvind Kejriwal. 
Our Placement cell plays a pivotal role in preparing
students for future careers and life after college. It
facilitates the students to explore the world of
employment and new career avenues. 

Proud to be a part of such institution, constituting
a highly effective placement cell which helps
students in career planning through counseling
where in they gather information about
themselves in terms of their interests, aptitudes
and abilities so that they can choose their career
more effectively.

Dalisha Agarwal 

Shivangi Chauhan



Every journey has its end, but only a
few of them are worth remembering.
Being a part of the placement cell, for
me, has been one of those. It has been
incredible. Not only did the placement
cell unveil numerous opportunities for
me, but also moulded me, as a person,
into a completely different being: a
more confident, professional and self-
reliant being! 

The one year I spent with the
placement cell was filled with
learnings, leadership and most
importantly, networking!! It was a hub
of brilliant minds working together, as
a society, to deliver the best results for
the college & its students. Interacting
with these people from all sorts of
backgrounds has been phenomenal.!

And not to forget Mr. Pawan & Dr. Anurita. Pawan sir, who on every step tried his
best to help the students with whatever they need, whenever they need. Also,
Anurita ma’am who has never failed to instill the value of dedication &
determination in students.

Placement cell at Maitreyi, is a group of strong women, cheering for each
other, towards giving their best, and helping other women of the college
empower

Awanya Dabas 
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Q. What are some helpful  tips for Job Interviews?

Q. What are the Job prospects for the students
 studying at Maitreyi college?

Learn about the company.
Prepare your answers for commonly asked interview questions.
Read the Job Description more than twice.
Show them how much you are interested in joining the
company. 

The Placement Cell provides Job opportunities to the FINAL YEAR STUDENTS
& ALUMNI BATCH. This session, the cell had 70+ offers for 2021-22 batch
from 65+ companies like Deloitte, PwC, Aditya Birla, Microsoft, etc. Almost
equal number of opportunities are catered to all the streams of the college.
Over the years, many of the college alumni got selected by reputed
companies with good job profiles. 

Q. What are typical steps in Placement process? 
1. Announcing Opportunities 
2. Registering for the opportunity & submission of CVs/Applications by
students. 
3. Selection Procedure: To be conducted by the company. 
4. Selection List: After the Selection of the candidate, offer letter is
issued.

Q. What time of year is the Placement Program? 
Placement program for final year students commences at the beginning of the
academic session each year. In August, the initial recruitment forms are rolled out
to keep a record of how many students will go for a higher education and how
many will sit for the Placements. After the registrations, the cell starts sharing
details of relevant job opportunities for all fields (science, commerce, arts). This
placement program is conducted throughout the academic year I.e. it begins in
August and job opportunities are consistently shared till the end of the academic
session, while internships are offered on a regular basis throughout the year .

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS 
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Horizon - The Placement Cell of Maitreyi College
achieved a huge leap of success in the session 2021-22
after being held virtually for two consecutive years,
starting afresh offline was truly worthwhile. 

The cell was privileged to have onboard companies like
Wipro, Microsoft, Deloitte, Willis Towers Watson, PWC,
Tresvista, Byjus, Apeiron Management, Urban Company,
Decathlon, Marquee Equity, and many more as recurring
recruiters. Within this session, the cell was honored to
have Aditya Birla Finance, HCL, Flipkart, McKinsey &
Company and Crowe LLP among others, as first-time
recruiters. Despite starting offline all over again, the
Placement Cell single-handedly managed 345+ drives in
the session of 2021-22, with over 240+ companies hiring
interns with 60+ pre-placement offers and 115+ 
 recruiting for jobs. 70 job offers where 55.71% offers
were for the commerce department, 18.57% for the
science department and 25.79% for the art department
were provided to the current batch of 2021-22 with
students from each department accomplishing it, this
catered to the needs of every department. 

The highest CTC awarded for the session 2021-22 was
INR 15,00,000 by Microsoft and the company Brainworks
offered the highest stipend of INR 75,000 for
Internships. While the average CTC and the average
stipend were scaled upto INR 4.67 LPA+ and INR 10k
respectively. The cell had onboard 7.59% recruitment
offers belonging to the TIER A category while 79.74%
and 12.65% offers belonging to TIER B and C
respectively. 420+ students from diverse courses were
selected for the internships of their interest breaking
its own records. 70+ students who applied through the
cell were hired for full time roles across departments
from the fields of commerce, arts and science
respectively, for a wide range of job profiles.
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"VISION IS THE ART OF
SEEING WHAT  IS INVISIBLE

TO OTHERS"
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Connect with us:

placement@maitreyi.du.ac.in
PlacementDU

Horizon,The Placement Cell 
Placement Cell Maitreyi College
Placement Cell of Maitreyi College
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